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Nuclear Binding energy: 

 It is the energy required to split the nucleus apart (protons & neutrons), or the 

energy liberated by combining protons and neutrons into a single nucleus.    
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The mass of a nucleus is less than the sum of masses of the protons and neutrons 

which constitute. The difference is the nuclear binding energy which holds the 

nucleus together.  

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Example: Calculate the binding energy of deuterium (2

1H): 1
1P+1

0n. If the 
mass of 21H =2.01410u; of proton = 1.007825u and, of neutron = 1.008665u.  
 Sln:   
 Mass of defects  =      mass of constitutes             -    mass of isotope  
                    ∆m  =  [1x1.007825 +1x1.008665]   -     2.01410 
                            =        2.01649                             -     2.01410    
                            =    0.00239 amu  
Using conversation factor (energy ↔mass) =931.5meV/amu. 
   B.E.= 0.00239amux931.5meV/amu =2.226285 MeV for the nucleus. 

   B.E. for the nucleon =2.226285 MeV/ 2 = 1.1131425. 
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Question :  

Dose the atomic mass number equal the actual mass number? 

No, the atomic mass number is not equal the actual mass number, because the 

atomic mass is equal to the number of nucleons in the atom. While the actual 

atomic mass is determined by measurement and rarely is it a whole number. For 

example: 

 Atomic mass number
 
for

   35
Ba   =135 because it contains (56 p+79n) .   

 Actual mass number  for
   35

Ba    = 134.91 amu.  

 

Q: Calculate the binding energy of 
141

56Ba.  

Sln:  actual mass of 
141

56Ba =140.91441amu 

        Atomic mass =  mass of proton  = 56x 1.007825  =    56.4382 amu       + 

                              =  mass of neutron = 85x 1.008665 =    85.736525 amu 

                                                                                              142.174725 amu   - 

                                                                                               140.91441 amu 

                                                                                              1.260315     amu 

B.E. for 
141

56Ba = 1.260315 amu x931.5 MeV/amu =1173.9834 MeV. 

B.E. for one nucleon
 
= 1173.9834 MeV /141 =8.326 MeV /nucleon. 

 


